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Overview: 

Instruction-Trace-Producing hardware is now included in newer Intel® processors and SOCs. 

Until recently the only instruction trace in Intel processors and SOCs had been provided by 

either last-branch-record registers (LBR’s) or branch-trace-messages (BTM’s). Neither of these 

features provided powerful enough trace to be of much use and certainly were much weaker than 

the popular competitive brands. Without good instruction-trace capabilities, some kinds of 

problems are very difficult to diagnose, as shown later in this paper. Intel’s new trace features 

offer some major new capabilities for software defect diagnosis (“code debugging”). These 

features, when combined with full-featured debuggers like ASSET’s SourcePoint™, will 

significantly reduce development time. 

What is Intel® Doing? 

Intel has included one of two forms of this new trace in several recent SOCs. Because it was still 

being defined and improved, Intel chose not to enable most users with this capability on early 

silicon. Several new processors, currently being sampled to OEMs, have these features included 

and enabled in all versions of the silicon. In these processors the trace feature is available 

architecturally, which means all parts have it enabled. This feature, referred to as “Intel 

Processor Trace (PT)”, is described in the following Manual: 

Intel® 64 and IA-32 Architectures Software Developer’s Manual 

Volume 3 (3A, 3B & 3C): System Programming Guide, Chapter 36 

Order Number: 253668-051US June 2014 

In earlier SOCs the feature was called “real-time instruction trace” (RTIT). In some current 

SOCs RTIT is available. In later SOCs and other Intel processors the feature is called “Intel 

Processor Trace”. 

Information about the presence or version of a trace feature in a specific processor or SOC is 

“Intel confidential”, so this article will only talk about the features in general. For information 

about a specific part, contact your ASSET InterTech representative and ensure you have the 

appropriate Intel NDA for the discussion. 
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While there are many technical differences between the two versions (RTIT and Intel PT) and 

also among some of the instantiations, there is plenty of common ground for discussion. For 

purposes of this paper, the author will call these trace features collectively “High Speed 

Processor Trace”. This is to differentiate it from older methods, such as Branch Trace 

Message/Branch Trace Store (BTM/BTS), which slowed the execution down substantially when 

enabled. 

How Intel Processor Trace Compresses the Information 

Intel Processor Trace, like many trace algorithms today, limits the data it carries to time-stamped 

instruction-flow information. In the most compressed form, a portion of a trace stream of bytes 

will simply represent taken/not-taken branches in the execution stream. In this mode, each byte 

represents up to 6 branches, and this will usually represent 30 or more executed instructions. 

Along with these taken/not-taken packets there are several other packet types that include new 

address packets (when needed), time-stamp information, and other auxiliary packet types. Some 

of these packets are periodic while others are as-needed. 

This format is more completely described in the referenced Intel manual. It provides a very 

compressed trace stream for collecting and post processing by tools like SourcePoint. 

Trace Features Used by ASSET InterTech’s SourcePoint Tools 

One of the most important features of “High Speed Processor Trace” in Intel’s newer ICs is that 

it is nearly full speed. It has no significant impact on the execution speed of the program being 

executed. In contrast, when using BTMs with BTS (storage to memory) there was a minimum of 

a 60% slow down. For some code this could be much greater. This change in execution speed 

could often impact whether a bug does or does not occur. High Speed Processor Trace (HSPT) 

has no measurable impact on the experiment. 

In addition, HSPT has several types of time stamp available in most of its instantiations. Using 

cycle-accurate timestamp, time can be measured with a resolution of the processor clock. In later 

instantiations, global timestamp will allow alignment with all threads and all other trace sources, 

including AET and other new sources. 
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This, highly-compressed, full-speed trace, when enabled, provides instrumentation of an 

operating program to allow for examination of the exact sequence of execution of instructions, 

including asynchronous sequences like exceptions and external interrupts. 

These trace features are on par with trace methods found in other architectures and will produce 

the results that firmware engineers have come to expect. These features can also be used at the 

application level and for diagnosing system faults.  

The Older Intel Trace Methods: 

In the ten years prior to Intel’s introduction of High Speed Processor Trace, (Intel Processor 

Trace in the long term), Intel had only two methods of instruction trace. These were BTM to 

BTS and LBR. 

LBR trace was based on a relatively small number of pairs of last-branch-record registers. A 

typical number was 8 or 16 pair. Each pair of registers would record the “from” and “to” 

addresses” of the last 8 or so changes of execution flow. This could typically record 40 or 50 

instructions. This would rarely capture all of the last interrupt. Due to the small depth of this 

trace, it often did not contain the fault producing event. 

The other method available was BTM to BTS. This was cumbersome to setup and use, and it 

slowed the execution of the processor greatly. This often altered the problem being diagnosed. 

Because of the difficulty in use and the speed issue, most programmers did not use this feature. 

Neither of these types of trace had any notion of time stamp, so, many post-processing features 

could not be implemented, such as time based execution call graphs and statistics views. 

Use Models and Advantages for High Speed Trace 

There are many powerful uses for instruction trace. These include several types of defect root-

cause determination, understanding of performance issues, and gaining a quick overview of the 

execution of a program or process. 

The classical and still most compelling use of instruction trace is in finding the interference in a 

particular program sequence by an asynchronous event. There is nothing more frustrating than 

finding the place that a program is making the wrong decision, only to discover that you have no 
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way of telling what altered that data object upon which the errant decision is based. In a simple 

case, it could be a matter of determining what code sequence called this code; call stacks can 

often show this. In a difficult case, the data may have been changed by code running in an 

interrupt that was not supposed to modify the data in question (maybe from an errant pointer?). 

In this case, even though the software engineer may be able to reliably trigger the debug tool on 

the exact errant decision, he has no way of knowing what piece of code modified the bad data or 

why. Using trace to see what code preceded the bad decision will usually yield the culprit in a 

very short amount of time. This can literally save weeks in diagnosing a blue screen or Linux 

“oops”. 

Another very common use of trace is to actually measure which parts of code are contributing to 

the execution time of a function. Nothing shows this more clearly than a statistics view of the 

code operating at full speed. This can often directly show the engineer exactly which pieces of 

code can be optimized for the maximum improvement. Measuring these times using real-time 

trace allows making the measurement without altering the experiment. 

These are just two examples of how using instruction trace can take weeks out of a development 

schedule. Many developers of embedded programs have been using trace for years and the 

number of ways it can be used to diagnose problems is almost limitless. Firmware (UEFI) 

development on Intel based computers can now take advantage of these silicon/tool features. 

How Trace can be Displayed in Modern Tools like SourcePoint 

Now that High Speed Processor Trace is available in Intel chips, development engineers can take 

advantage of the powerful features in tools like SourcePoint. SourcePoint has many different 

ways it can display data collected in a trace buffer. Conventional displays that are list-based are 

available with many format options ranging from simple disassembly to full source display. 

These displays are enhanced by many features such as flyover symbol. In addition to the 

classical list-based displays, SourcePoint offers several trace post-processing features and 

displays that make it very easy to visualize code execution at a high level and then drill down to 

the line by line views. Modern large trace buffers, in the gigabyte range, make examining trace 

detail without good browsing tools impractical. SourcePoint offers several types of post-

processing tools which include: 
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• Structured Search 
• Call Charts 
• Call Graphs 
• Statistical Summary Displays. 

Several of these will be described in detail in later sections. 

The most basic trace display is the list display. In SourcePoint, the software engineer can select 

the items to be displayed and control the color coding to differentiate multiple trace sources. The 

lines are time-stamped and can be used to index into other displays such as source windows, 

chart windows, or other trace list displays. The lines can be assembly, source, or mixed. An 

example of a list display is shown in Figure 1. This display shows both assembly and source-

level depiction of the executed code. This list display is very configurable by the user in 

SourcePoint. 

 

Figure 1:  A SourcePoint List Display 

Call Graph Display 

When a large amount of trace has been captured, and the code base is extensive, looking at the 

detail of the trace is very tedious. The Call Graph display allows the SourcePoint user to look at 

large portions (or even all of the trace buffer) and view it in a graph showing call depth. Each 
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line in this graph can represent a different function at different points in time. Changes in color 

represent changes in a function. Each line moving downwards represents another level of call 

depth. A moveable cursor points to specific points on the timeline (x axis of graph). The left-

hand column displays the names of the functions, at each level, at the point indicated by the 

cursor. 

The controls above the graph allow the user to expand the graph (zoom in) at the point indicated 

by the cursor. Figure 2 shows an actual trace of a range of UEFI in the boot-up of an Intel based 

computer. This is a good illustration of the power of this viewer: 

 

Figure 2:  Sample Instruction Trace of UEFI Code 

Another way of looking at the same information is with the Call Chart. In this view, specific 

areas can be drilled into by function name, expanding or collapsing as desired. Both of the call 

views can be synchronized to a list view so that the specific code can be examined at the point of 

interest. Figure 3 is a Call Chart display. 
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Figure 3:  A SourcePoint Call Chart Display 

Using the Statistics View to Tune Execution Times 

Without trace, it can be very difficult to determine the execution time of the various areas in the 

program. Very often some programmed operation, such as booting up a computer with UEFI, 

takes longer than desired. It may not be obvious what portions of the code are the real culprits. 

SourcePoint’s statistics view can be used to quickly find out exactly where the time is being 

spent. Figure 4 shows the statistics view in SourcePoint. 
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Figure 4:  SourcePoint’s Statistics View 

Note that in all of the trace post-processing displays there is a tab per processor. The list display, 

which can be time-aligned to all these other displays, can be one display per processor or 

multiple color-coded trace displays. 

The exact time-stamp features, and therefore the exact alignment features available, differ from 

one Intel processor to another. For exact features for a specific processor please contact your 

local ASSET representative. 

Other Features of SourcePoint that Make Use of Trace 

In addition to the post-processing screens shown, SourcePoint has several other popular trace-

processing features. Trace views may be searched in either simple textual algorithms or in 

structured algorithms that evaluate addresses and data and search for those. Also, all trace views 

contain flyover examination of data objects. Code windows and symbol windows can be opened, 

referencing cursor-selected objects in the trace window. 
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SourcePoint also contains some of the most powerful and quick symbol-finding/evaluating 

dialogs available in any tool. These symbol-search tools work across program modules making 

them extremely convenient when used in a UEFI environment. 

There is Even More on the Way from Intel! 

This document has provided an overview of new processor instruction-trace features in existing 

and coming Intel processors. In addition to instruction trace, Intel processors still produce 

Architectural Event Trace. In the very newest processors (not yet released) there are even more 

types of trace available to the software engineer. ASSET InterTech can describe some of these as 

long as there is an appropriate three-way NDA in place. Please ask your local ASSET 

representative. 

Conclusions 

Newer Intel processors and SOCs offer many trace features not available before in Intel silicon. 

The most significant is High Speed Processor Trace.  While not all of the deployment details are 

in the public domain yet, there is enough information available to engage in very useful 

conversations.  For several of these processors and SOCs, these features will be available to 

anyone who has access to the chips.  These features, when used with a tool like SourcePoint 

from ASSET InterTech can greatly reduce UEFI debug time. 
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